Learn How to Enjoy Sake

Based on Research
Sake is a Fantastic Match with Cheese!
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Is sake
only good with
Japanese food !?
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Over about two days, a fungi
called koji fungi is propagated
onto the steamed rice in a
special room.
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Compared to wine,
sake has fewer of
the components
that cause fishy odors.
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koji

koji mold

Unpleasant fishy Odor

The rice is steamed.

Sake C

After the outer portion of the rice grain
is removed in a process called polishing,
the remaining rice is carefully washed
and then soaked to absorb water.

Sake B

Steaming
the rice

Sake A

Have you ever experienced an
unpleasant fishy odor when pairing
seafood and wine? This happens when
components in wine react with the
polyunsaturated fatty acids in seafood.
Sake has few of these components,
making it a much more suitable match
for all kinds of seafood.

moromi

Polishing, washing,
and soaking the rice

Umami (savoriness) is one of the five basic tastes along with
sweetness, sourness, saltiness, and bitterness.

Does sake
always have to
be warmed up?
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Sake is a Fantastic Match with Seafood!
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What is Umami?
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Sake Brewing Process
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How is Sake Made?
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JOY JAPANESE

Level of Umami in Mouth

OW
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Everyone knows that wine and cheese
pair well together, but did you know that
sake is a fantastic match also?
While wine washes away the umami
-rich taste of the cheese leaving your
mouth feeling refreshed, sake draws it
out so that you can enjoy it.

Pairing cheese
with sake
leaves more umami
in the mouth.
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Making the moromi
(fermentation mash)

Steamed rice, koji, water, and
a yeast starter are added into
a large tank and mixed to
start alcohol fermentation.
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Pressing
the moromi

sake

The moromi is pressed to
separate the liquid (sake)
from the sake lees (kasu).

Visit our site
to learn more
about sake!
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About Sake etc.
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a ceramic vessel
be used when
drinking sake !?
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